Importance of
Positive Reviews

Either manage your online
reputation, or others will do it
for you!
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People are learning (often by the
sting of a bad decision) to seek out
reviews and recommendations
before making buying decisions.

How much more will they check out reviews and
news stories about your organization before placing
a loved one there!
If they find anything bad about your program, you
will lose them in an instant (they won’t return your
calls even if they’ve filled in an inquiry form).
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90% say that they trust online recommendations from
people they know; 70% trust opinions of unknown
reviewers.

Google has pretty much blocked other review sites except for a
small few. Google Reviews have become the most important.
Google has made reviews a ranking factor now – bad reviews
and bad “sentiment” can push your site down in rankings
(making you less likely to be found).
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For programs dependent
on local search results
and Google maps, the
better the reviews, the
more likely their
business will show up
near the top of the list.
Quantity of reviews is also a factor.
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Bad news, and negatives reviews travel fast.
Friends will chime in and add to the bad reviews
(even if they have never been on your campus),
just to show their support of the first reviewer,
especially if the organization attacks the first
reviewer.
Like a virus, you cannot stop it once it gets past
the first person. So, speed in responding to
appropriately to calm things is critical.
And now, Google demands that ALL reviews be
answered. Not responding is no longer an option.
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Jumping on reputation
management after a crisis has
already struck is like trying to
eat healthy during a heart
attack.
It is critical to be proactive and have a plan
and monitoring in place. Many a therapeutic
program will be brought down by negative
comments and reviews in the coming years.
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Now, the “Anti-Troubled Teen Industry” or “AntiReligion” Mob is Using Bad Reviews to Destroy
Programs
Google and Yelp offer little to no option for us to take down FAKE
reviews. They will only do so if we flag a review for:
•
•
•
•
•

This review is not relevant to this place
Conflict of interest
Offensive or sexually explicit
Privacy concern
Legal issue
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Why are you reporting this review?
- Off topic

Review doesn’t pertain to an experience at or with this business

- Spam

Review is from a bot, a fake account, or contains ads and promotions

- Conflict of interest

Review is from someone affiliated with the business or a competitor’s business

- Profanity

Review contains swear words, has sexually explicit language, or details graphic violence

- Bullying or harassment

Review personally attacks a specific individual

- Discrimination or hate speech

Review has harmful language about an individual or group based on identity

- Personal information

Contains personal information such as address or phone number
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There is NOTHING you can do about bad press, even
If the allegations are totally false or unproven.
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Bad press emboldens activists to make more negative reviews,
even if they have no experience as a “user” of your services, but
there is no way to prove that it is a fake review.
Simple 1-star reviews with no review content are the hardest to
take down, yet they greatly impact how your organization is
viewed. Google says it will eventually take down 1-star blank
reviews, but who knows when?
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Responding to Reviews (Good and Bad)
Be honest, human, and never defensive. Try to defuse the
situation, not enflame it.
“Review Storms” -- Google may halt and remove reviews.
“Legal Warning: Fake reviews, even star ratings, are prohibited and illegal.
Some activist groups encourage their members via social media to
make fake reviews as a means of damaging the reputation of organizations
they disagree with. That is not what reviews are for. If the reviewer did not
personally use the service, their fake review must be immediately removed, or
they could be in jeopardy of legal action for libel (slander or defamation). Even
if the reviewer’s name is not apparent, by court order the organization can
discover who they are and seek significant compensatory damages.”
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What About Facebook Reviews?
For the most part, we tell clients to turn off the REVIEWS
function in Facebook. Why? Because if it turns negative, those
reviews will always show up in our search info box, even after it
is turned off.
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Google and Yelp Will Throw Out Some Reviews,
But They Tend to Favor Bad Reviews
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Reviews coming from the same IP address.
Too many reviews happening in one burst.
Reviews with little content.
Reviews from accounts that have no other review history.
Reviews that have a threatening tone (sentiment).
Reviews with foul language.
Review that are flagged (the mob also knows how to flag
reviews and can do so to get your good reviews removed).
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Adding Positive Reviews
It must be part of you culture to ask for positive reviews, constantly.
It takes 10 good reviews to offset one negative. Who to ask? Only ask
people who you know will give you a good review...

- Staff (must make it clear they are reviewing as an employee)
-

Vendors
Students
Friends
Donors
Families of Students
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Breaking Google’s Review Rules Can Get Your
Website Delisted. Some States May Take Legal
Action. Here are some NO-NO’s.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Paying people to write positive reviews
Adding multiple reviews from multiple fake accounts
Rewarding people for their reviews
Threatening people who make negative reviews
More than one review from a single location (IP) or account
Spamming Google with flagging requests (no more than 3)

There is no appeal process to ask for reviews to be taken down after flagging
fails. Unless things get out of hand, Google’s algorithm (artificial intelligence)
will handle all flagging requests, not a live person. Before Covid, review
flagging was handled by real people. In a review storm, Google customer
service people may become involved and put a freeze on the review file.
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Use Our On-Site “MyReview” Tool
https://clientname.com/myreview

Email potential reviewers and invite them to this page on your site to give
you a positive review. This tool has been over 95% effective in producing 5star reviews.
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Being Proactive – Before Trouble Comes
1. Ask your satisfied customers to write a review, then point to
that review in your website. Use it in your testimonials. Ask at
family weekends – they should use their cell phone.
2. Deal with all complaints, before they get too far and become
an online nightmare. There is no substitute for satisfied and
happy customers.
3. Direct your customers to our MYREVIEW page if you know they
are going to give you a good review. Ask for a 5-star review!
4. Get a nice letter? Ask them to add a summary of the letter in
Google or Yelp reviews, and also use the letter for testimonials.
5. Encourage employees to talk online about how great it is to
work in your program. Discourage complaints through nondisclosure agreements. (Look up “IBM Social Media Policy”)
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Today, Having No Reviews, or Mostly Negative Reviews, Will
Waste Everything you Spend in Marketing and Advertising to
Get the Leads in the Door.
Leads who find you from advertising
(mostly found on a smartphone or at work)
will not do background research on your
organization until later, after they have
requested information or a call-back.
When they see negative reviews and
stories, they will not answer when you call
them back. It is a HUGE WASTE.
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What to do when negative comments are
being written about your program?
Contact the person, offline, if you know who they are. Be sincere. Be
transparent (how it happened, and how we will fix it). Don’t be defensive nor
threatening. Apologize, if needed. Ask them to take down the review.
Remember: “Wrestling with a pig will just get you as dirty as them.”

Create your own review site with lots of positive reviews, giving proof your
program isn’t what negative reviewers say. Mention it and link to it in your
review responses.
Overwhelm bad reviews with good reviews.
Take legal action if all else fails (the pitfalls and costs).
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Reputation Management Basic Goals…
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

You must maintain your program’s reputation, because bad reviews and
negative news stories can go viral. You cannot escape them from forever
being linked to your program (or you personally), even if you change
programs or the program name.
Enlist people (friends) to be your online spokespersons and advocates.
Start a fan club.
Make sure everything posted online is clear, is honest, and your policies
are strong. Pointing to a written policy is important.
Make sure your “product” is excellent (or else).
Be credible with your online claims.
Be selective what students you enroll!
Watch out for parents who hop from program to program – they will be
the troublemakers.
Don’t break the law, nor give any chance for abuse claims to be made.
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Keep an Eye on Online Mentions
We track anything being said about you in online news, but not on social media.
You can engage in social media monitoring using aggregate tools like Hootsuite.
It tracks hashtags, keywords, and mentions relevant to your organization, all on
one desktop (plus other very powerful tools – too many to mention).
HOOTSUITE ($49/mo) https://www.hootsuite.com/
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Down side is the cost: $500+/mo.
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Either manage your online
reputation, or others will do
it for you!
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